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“My spouse/partner will inherit everything 
anyway won’t they?”

Laws of Intestacy are very complicated rules 
and very much out of date.  If you die without 
a Will unmarried partners and unregistered 
civil partnership cannot inherit from each 
other unless there is a Will, so one death one 
partner may create serious financial problems 
for the survivor.

Even if you are married, the surviving spouse 
is not guaranteed to inherit the whole estate 
unless there is a Will.  Only a certain amount 
would go to the spouse and anything above 
the figure stated in the laws of intestacy would 
then be divided between other parties and 
again leaving your spouse in a potentially 
vulnerable position.

“I am sure I can get one done cheaper, 
what makes your different”

Yes there are cheaper Wills around, But we 
do not just write basic Wills, we specialise in 
writing comprehensive Wills as part of a 
package of documents which are designed to 
fully protect you, your family and assets.  

The level of advice you will receive from us 
will be tailored to you, your family and your 
circumstances which then allows us to write 
the Will you actually need.  

Not any one person’s situation is the same 
and that is the danger of having a cheap or 
DIY Will.

“I can get a free Will or a DIY Will couldn’t I”

Yes you probably can but what type of Will is it.  In 
almost every case it will be a basic will.
A basic will….

•  Will not protect your home against nursing home care fees

•  Will not guarantee your children will inherit after your death

•  Will not prevent sideways inheritance if the surviving 
    partner meet someone else

•  Will not protect your disable / vulnerable child form 
    losing their state benefits

•  Will not make provisions to save against inheritance tax

•  Will not make provisions for unmarried couples to 
    mitigate against inheritance tax 


